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Abstract
Dark energy phenomena has inspired lots of investigations on the cosmological constant problems. In order
to understand its origin and properties as well as its impacts on universe’s evolutions, there are many approaches
to modify the well-known General Relativity, such as the Weyl-Lyra Geometry. In the well studied cosmology
model within Lyra geometry, there is a problem that the first law of thermodynamics is violated. To unravel
this issue, if we use the effective density and pressure in the Lyra cosmology model to preserve the first law of
thermodynamics in the cosmos, the former 1-form (β, 0, 0, 0) cannot give a proper vacuum behavior. In this
paper, the auxiliary 1-form is modified to overcome this difficulty. It can be shown that the complex terms
in the field equation derived from the regime of Lyra Geometric 3
2
φµφν −
3
4
δµνφ
αφαwith our new 1-form could
behave just as the cosmological constant. This work can be regarded as a new exploration on a possible origin
of the cosmological constant from a Lyra cosmology model.
PACS numbers :98.80.-k 98.80.Qc
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1 Introduction
Einstein has founded his magnificent theory–the General Theory of Relativity based on Riemannian geometry,
in which the physically gravitational potential is encoded in the geometric metric. In the meantime, there were
a lot of framework modifications appeared to have proposed some other possibilities. Weyl [1] has put forward a
modified Riemannian geometry with the hope trying to formulate a unified field theory for the gravity and the
electromagnetism phenomena, but that attempt failed for the violation of metric preservation. Later, Lyra [2]
proposed a new modification of Riemannian geometry with an imposed gauge function which removes the non-
integrability by preserving the length of a parallel transforming vector on the manifold. Then, Sen et al. [3-5]
reviewed the geometric theory from Weyl and Lyra. Then, they constructed a scalar tensor theory of gravitation
which is in the normal gauge. Soon, Halford [6,7] claimed that the cosmological constant could arise naturally
from this 1-form (β, 0, 0, 0) in the corresponding cosmology model built from the Lyra’s geometry, who has treated
this dual vector as a constant one and shown that the Friedmann equations are almost the same as the ones in
the ΛCDM model. In the meantime, Herald H. Soleng [8] has purported that this dual vector could be recognized
as either the source of the Hoyle’s creation field theory [9] or the effective vacuum energy which is similar to the
cosmological constant.
On the other hand, many theorists have been studying cosmology by using Lyra geometry framework and got
a lot of good results. In the beginning, several authors were unraveling the cosmological constant conundrum with
the constant 1-form [10-14]. They all assumed that this 1-form only possess a time component, which is of the
form (β, 0, 0, 0). Later, people have realized that this specific 1-form can be time dependent. Singh et al.[15-19],
Pradhan et al.[20-31,37] and F. Rahaman et al.[33-36] have studied a lot of Lyra cosmology models based on this
assumption considering different Bianchi types of cosmological model or different situations about the viscosity.
There are also some work using Lyra manifold as a back ground which couples with other fields[32,50-52], such
as Quintessence. People realized that the energy of the Universe should be conserved. Nonetheless, if they use
the effective pressure and effective energy to preserve the total energy of the Universe, the vacuum behavior of
that model is like a stiff fluid. In our present paper, we propose a possible way to overcome this issue within the
framework of Lyra Geometry without invoking other supplementary field.
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The present work is arranged as follows: In the second section, we briefly reviewed the mathematical background
about Weyl and Lyra geometry, after which in the third section, we discuss the problems of the conventional way
to build cosmology model in the Lyra geometry, where we point out clearly that if we want to preserve the first law
of thermodynamics, the effective vacuum term will behave as a stiff fluid with an equation of state parameter +1
instead of the -1, which is not the cosmological constant as we have expected. In recent years, several cosmological
observations and experiments concerning about the magnitude and the corresponding red shift of distant type Ia
supernova [38-44] showed that there do exist a positive cosmological constant-like term effectively. The existence of
this cosmological constant-like term may be the direct reason of why the universe is accelerating. In the following
fourth section, we propose a new global 1-form to make sure the first law of thermodynamics satisfied(the energy
of the Universe to be conserved). With this method, the effective vacuum in our cosmology model has exactly the
same identity as the cosmology constant from the standard Friedmann cosmology model. The last section is our
conclusions and discussions.
2 Overview of the related mathematical background
In a pseudo Riemann manifold, the Levi-civita connection Γαµν is determined uniquely by two requirements:
that the length of a vector is not changed under parallel transferring and the connection is torsion-free. Based on
Riemannian geometry, Einstein has founded his famous General Theory of Relativity for a new Gravity theory as
we know the today. During the past hundred years, many people have tried to modify Riemannian geometry to
include other forces, like the electric-magnetic phenomena in Kaluza-Klein theory. In this present paper we try to
construct cosmology model using Lyra geometry via the global 1-form, which is developed after Weyl geometry.
Weyl [1] modified Riemann geometry by introducing Weyl structure on the manifold M. It is a map F : G →
Λ1(M) satisfying F (eλg) = F (g) − dλ, where G is a conformal structure. It is a an equivalence class of Riemann
metrics on M where we say two metrics g, g′ are equivalent if and only if g = eλg′, λ ∈ C∞(M). A Weyl manifold
is the one with a Weyl structure. We can see that a Riemann metric g and a one-form φµdx
µ determine a Weyl
structure, namely F : N → Λ1(M) where N is the equivalence class of N and F (eλ) = φ− dλ.
In a given Weyl manifold (M, gµν , φµdx
µ), there exists a unique torsion-free linear connection compatible with
the Weyl structure. The coefficients Γ¯αµν of this connection are given by:
Γ¯αµν = Γ
α
µν + S
α
µν (1)
Sαµν =
1
2
(δαµφν + δ
α
ν φµ − gνµφ
α) (2)
φα = gαµφµ. (3)
It is obvious that in common cases under this connection a vector’s length is changed after a parallel moving,
which is not physically appropriate. As we all know today that the Weyl formulation based on the Weyl geometry
failed to unify the gravity and electromagnetic forces physically, but it is still a very useful subject in mathematics
as well as geometry. It is a very intuitive attempt to extend the Riemann geometry.
Motivated by the Weyl geometry, Lyra [2] has defined a displacement vector PP ′ between two neighboring
points P (xν) and P ′(xν + dxν) by δ(PP ′) = x¯(xν)dxν , where x¯ is called a gauge function. The coordinate system
xν and a gauge function x¯ form a reference system. Without losing generality, we just postulate x¯ = 1.
According to Lyra [2] and Sen [5], we know that in any reference system that the affine connection is determined
by Γαµν and φµ which appears as a consequence of introducing the gauge function x¯. The affine connection
∗Γαµν
are related to the Γαµν and x¯ by:
∗Γαµν = Γ
α
µν + S
α
µν (4)
where Sαµν is defined as above.
The infinitesimal transfer of a vector λα is:
δλα = −(∗Γαµν −
1
2
δαµφν)λ
µx¯dxν . (5)
It can be proved that if the condition x¯ = 1 holds, the length of a vector is not changed under parallel
transferring. Also, the contracted curvature scalar of a Lyra manifold is defined the same as the contracted
curvature scalar of Weyl manifold whenx¯ = 1. Under the condition x¯ = 1 the curvature scalar of a Lyra manifold
is:
2
∗R = R+ 3φµ;µ +
3
2
φµφµ (6)
where R is the contracted curvature scalar. The volume integral I is given by:
I =
∫ ∗
R(−g)
1
2 d4x (7)
The field equation could be acquired from the variational principleδ(I + J) = 0, where J is volume integral of
the Lagrangian density of matter.
Many authors have studied the field equations derived from framework based on the Lyra manifold and try to
understand the physics meaning of the 1-formφµ, and they all assume the simple form φµ = (β(t), 0, 0, 0). We have
to say in fact the spatial component of this 1-form can be nonzero naturally.
3 The Lyra geometry and related gravitational field equations
First of all, we rewrite the Einstein field equation without the cosmological constant:
Gµν = Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν = −κTµν (8)
The left hand side (LHS) above is the Einstein Tensor, while the right hand side (RHS) is the corresponding energy-
momentum tensor, which is normally assumed as perfect fluid in the standard cosmology. The energy-momentum
tensor under our signature is:
T 00 = ρ, T
1
1 = T
2
2 = T
3
3 = −p, T
µ
ν = 0(µ 6= ν) (9)
If we add the cosmological constant Λ into the equation above, we shall get:
Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = −κTµν (10)
We can write down the equation in space and time components in detail:
Gii + Λgii = −κTii (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) (11)
G00 + Λg00 = −κT00 (12)
Secondly, because of our universe is almost statistically isotropic and homogeneous in cosmic large scale, thus
the universe space-time symmetry can be depicted by the Friedmann-Roberson-Walker (FRW) metric. The corre-
sponding line element is:
ds2 = dt2 − S2(t)[
dr2
1− kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2)] (13)
where S(t) is the scale factor and k indicates different signs of curvature (k=0 for flat). By putting the metric into
the Einstein tensor, we could get the explicit form of the component equations accordingly:
−G11 = −G
2
2 = −G
3
3 =
k
S2
+
S˙2
S2
+
2S¨
S
(14)
−G00 =
3k
S2
+
3S˙2
S2
(15)
Within the regime of Lyra geometry, and following the same standardized method we can get the field equation
(or the Einstein-like eq.) in Lyra geometry:
Gµν +
3
2
φµφν −
3
4
δµνφ
αφα = −κT
µ
ν (16)
In the above equation, the φµ field is the global 1-form in Lyra geometry.
Under this framework, we could just like everyone else to let φµ be a simple dual vector φmu = (β(t), 0, 0, 0)
which has only nonzero value in the time component, then we plunge this dual vector and the FRW metric into
the field equation. We can get the Friedmann equation and the acceleration equation in Lyra geometry cosmology
model below:
3H2 +
3k
a2
−
3
4
β2 = κρ, (17)
3
2H˙ + 3H2 +
k
a2
+
3
4
β2 = −κp, (18)
where H = S˙
S
is the Hubble’s parameter. From these two equations, we could derive the continuity equation, which
reads:
ρ˙+
3
2κ
ββ˙ + 3H(ρ+ p+
3
2κ
β2) = 0. (19)
Then we moved the 3
4
β2 term in the Friedmann equation and the acceleration equation to the RHS of their equations.
We translate the combination of the right hand side as effective density and effective pressure separately. These
two field equations then will be presented as:
3H2 +
3k
a2
= κρef , (20)
2H˙ + 3H2 +
k
a2
= −κpef . (21)
At this time, we use the effective density and effective pressure to substitute the counterparts in the continuity
equation, then the continuity equation will be:
˙ρef + 3H(ρef + pef ) = 0. (22)
We define the effective density and effective pressure as below:
ρef = ρ+
3β2
4κ
, (23)
pef = p+
3β2
4κ
. (24)
This procedure is necessary, because the former continuity equation obviously violates the first law of thermody-
namics. We consider the cosmos possess a volume with a co-moving radius 1, then the universe has a physical
radius S if we assume the Universe is flat. We can represent the energy of the Universe as E = 4pi
3
S3ρ. Because
the scale factor and the density are functions of time, we could derive that:
dE = 4piS2ρdS +
4pi
3
S3dρ (25)
The differential change of volume is: dV = 4piS2dS.
We could just focus on a recent cosmology process, which might be the cosmic expansion period from the
redshift z ≈ 0.5 to today’s universe. Also, the energy of the universe is always conserved during the expansion.
Then, we could suppose this specific process is adiabatic which preserves the entropy. So, from the first law of
thermodynamics that dE + pdV = 0. We then put everything into the first law of thermodynamics equation and
the final result above is thus:
ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0 (26)
So, only the effective energy and pressure could render the appropriate fluid continuous equation.
Then, it is appropriate to consider the state equation parameter w as the quotient of the effective pressure
dividing the effective density:
w =
pef
ρef
= −1−
2H˙
3H2
. (27)
So, first of all, we should consider the meaning of the cosmological constant. Because the covariant derivation
of the metric tensor is zero, the presence of the cosmological constant term in the energy-momentum tensor does
not violate the first law of thermodynamics. The existence of the cosmological term manifests that even there is
no matter components in the cosmos, the cosmological term will also have its own energy density with the w = −1
as the equation of state parameter value. This cosmological constant has been identified as the vacuum energy,
so-called the Zero Point Energy[45-47].
But if we look at the vacuum of the cosmology described by Lyra geometry, picking the displacement vector as
usual, and make the density and pressure both zero, then the equation of state parameter (EoS) w=+1, which is the
stiff fluid and is unacceptable for the dark energy dominated universe today. It is the existence of the cosmological
constant with EoS w=-1 that makes the universe accelerating instead of the cosmic stiff fluid component. With
various astrophysics observations such as the the cosmic microwave background anisotropy, large scale structure
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survey, gravitational lensing and the recent supernova experiments and observations, like the Union2.1 compilation
[48,49] shown, have revealed that the flat universe is with the best fitted constant equation of state parameter
w = −0.997+0.050−0.054 and the universe with curvature (not necessarily with flat geometry) has got the equation of
state parameter w = −1.035+0.055−0.059. In the meantime, the vacuum energy has the energy-momentum tensor just as
the cosmological constant term described, whose EoS is exactly w = −1. To reconcile this observational data, we
have introduced a new global 1-form which could attain a good result.
4 New displacement vector cosmology model
Instead of the simply chosen vector (β,0,0,0) which only possess a time-component, we extend this 4-vector to
involve nonzero spatial components. We just postulate that the displacement vector has got the form:
φµ = (β, α1, α2, α3) (28)
In which αi and β are functions of time and space. This displacement vector is the dual of the global 1-form. With
the introduced FRW metric, immediately, we can derive that:
φ0 = φ0 = β (29)
φ1 = g11φ
1 =
−S2(t)
1− kr2
α1 (30)
φ1φ
1 = −α1
2 S
2(t)
1− kr2
(31)
Following the same procedure for getting the equation (31) above, we can easily get:
φ2φ
2 = −α2
2S2(t)r2 (32)
φ3φ
3 = −α3
2S2(t)r2sin2θ (33)
We just put (29),(31),(32),(33) into the field equation (16) derived from the Lyra geometry. Here come out four
equations. Each equation corresponds to a specific space-time component:
G11 +
3
2
φ1φ
1 −
3
4
φαφα = −κT
1
1 (34)
G22 +
3
2
φ2φ
2 −
3
4
φαφα = −κT
2
2 (35)
G33 +
3
2
φ3φ
3 −
3
4
φαφα = −κT
3
3 (36)
G00 +
3
2
φ0φ
0 −
3
4
φαφα = −κT
0
0 (37)
We expect the new 1-form could reflect the characteristics of the cosmological constant term, we get:
φ1φ
1 = φ2φ
2 = φ3φ
3 (38)
Then, the first three equations (34),(35) and (36) are the same, which is what we have expected. We focus on
Eqs.(34),(37). Then we get the field equations in the explicit form:
k
S2
+
S˙2
S2
+
2S¨
S
+
3
4
φ1φ
1 +
3
4
β2 = −κp (39)
and
3k
S2
+
3S˙2
S2
+
9
4
φ1φ
1 −
3
4
β2 = κρ (40)
Compared with the relativistic cosmology equations with the cosmological constant term:
k
S2
+
S˙2
S2
+
2S¨
S
− Λ = −κp (41)
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3k
S2
+
3S˙2
S2
− Λ = κρ (42)
So if the condition 9
4
φ1φ
1 − 3
4
β2 = 3
4
φ1φ
1 + 3
4
β2 meets, the equations (39),(40) and the equations(41),(42)
are intrinsically identical when concerning on the cosmological constant term. Now we have that 9
4
φ1φ
1 − 3
4
β2 =
3
4
φ1φ
1+ 3
4
β2, which meansφ1φ
1 = β2. We can simplify the equations we have just got above. Then we can rewrite
down the new equations corresponding to equations (39) and (40) respectively.
k
S2
+
S˙2
S2
+
2S¨
S
+
3
2
β2 = −κp (43)
3k
S2
+
3S˙2
S2
+
3
2
β2 = κρ (44)
Just as the method has been used above, we can derive the new effective pressure p∗ef and the effective density
ρ∗ef as now:
p∗ef = p+
3β2
2κ
, (45)
ρ∗ef = ρ−
3β2
2κ
. (46)
These two new quantities satisfy the continuity equation
˙ρef + 3H(ρ
∗
ef + p
∗
ef ) = 0, (47)
which obviously implies the first law of thermodynamics still holds.
At last we consider the equation of state parameter w =
p∗ef
ρ∗
ef
=
p+
3β2
2κ
ρ− 3β2
2κ
. Under the vacuum condition:ρ = p = 0,
it is obvious thatw = −1 which is exactly the same as the cosmological constant EoS.
So we should have 3
2
β2 = −Λ and the Λ is regarded as the cosmological constant. Now, we can write out the
displacement vector explicitly, from the condition φ1φ
1 = φ2φ
2 = φ3φ
3 = β2 = − 2
3
Λ.
β =
√
2
3
Λi (48)
α1 =
√
2
3
Λ(1− kr2)
S(t)
(49)
α2 =
√
2
3
Λ
S(t)r
(50)
α3 =
√
2
3
Λ
S(t)rsinθ
(51)
This 4-vector here is analogous to the result of a wick rotation which the inner product of a 4-vector is transferred
from the Minkowski metric convention to the 4-dimensional Euclidean metric convention, if one permits that the
coordinate t to take on imaginary values. Like the 4-vector in wick rotation, the time component of our displacement
vector here is imaginary. Thus, the new Lyra displacement vector consolidated is:
φµ =
√
2
3
Λ
S(t)
(S(t)i,
√
1− kr2,
1
r
,
1
rsinθ
) (52)
The cosmological constant from this new model is equal to Λ = − 9
4
φ1φ
1 + 3
4
β2 = − 3
4
φ1φ
1 − 3
4
β2 = − 3
2
β2. The
cosmological constant here is real and positive.
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4.1 The vacuum Friedman equation
As a result for application to currently accelerating expansion universe, which can be described by a relatively
mathematically simple cosmology model, we can get the vacuum Friedman equation from Eq.(44) directly, or when
the cosmological constant-like dark energy dominated universe phase
H2 +
k
S2
+
β2
2
= 0. (53)
Where H is Hubble parameter. So, Eq.(53) could be used to describe the de Sitter universe evolution phase. By
neglecting the influence of matter (mainly cold dark matter) and radiation, the vacuum energy is the dominated
fraction in the universe media for cosmic evolution, which is also adaptable to the inflation stage of the evolution
for the very early universe.
The solutions of Eq.(53) are thus respectively for various geometries
• k = 0, S(t) = mexp(
√
Λ
3
t) (with m as an integral constant)
• k = +1, S(t) = 3√
Λ
cosh(
√
Λ
6
t)
• k = −1, S(t) = 3√
Λ
cosh(
√
Λ
6
t)
The value of Λ above as a kind vital energy in universe is detected now as in [49]: Λ ∼ 10−83Gev2.
5 Discussions and conclusions
In the present work, extending the 1-form in the framework of Lyra geometry could solve the issue in the
original Lyra cosmology model which only concerned about the displacement vector with only the time component
(β, 0, 0, 0). The problem is that if we want to preserve the conservation of the first law of thermodynamics, we
have to introduce the effective pressure and the effective density. But if we concentrate on the so-called vacuum
energy dominated situation, the equation of state parameter w = +1 which is the stiff fluid, instead the required
cosmological constant-like term. This is then invalid. We have focused on this issue and solved it with the
expansion of the global 1-form. Our new auxiliary global 1-form has its effective terms 3
2
φµφν −
3
4
δµνφ
αφα equal to
the cosmological constant term exactly. At the same time, the first law of thermodynamics still holds.
Using the vector field to describe an effective vacuum for the dark energy physics, like the ether field discussed
widely as in [53,54] and references therein, has got a long and interesting history. We will leave the related work
for another exploration elsewhere later. Dark energy mystery, together with the dark matter puzzles, has been
inspiring us for more probes of astrophysics, both observationally and theoretically with the hope that efforts and
endeavor can bring us new ideas for fundamental physics at least.
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